


ACM-DBIT chapter took birth in the year 2003 and is in its
17th year of enhancingDbitians’ lives by providing a platform to
enjoy learning. Teknack is one of the amazing battlefields
provided by ACM for students of not just DBIT but also of other
colleges to boost up their creative skills and pump up their
technical skills by amalgamating with newer ideas and facts to
build up Games that give the players an experience that would
last with them forever…

An act once done becomes amemory…But an action consciously
done again and again makes an habit that upskills one’s soul to
being a better human. And one of the best ways to carve some
good ideas into minds, especially of the young is through a
game and keeping this in mind, Teknack has produced some
value-enhancing games that give the player a chill down the
spine.

Follow us at:

https://www.teknack.org/

https://www.teknack.org/




“Shout-out to all 
student unity 
developers!”

Teknack 19 is a program

for mobile game

developers in which all

the selected developers

will develop and deploy

their game within 4

weeks.

We would be providing all

amenities, from game

ideas to designers and

also taking responsibility

for the game's marketing,

ensuring that the game

has reached a wide

audience.

visit- https://tinyurl.com/teknack-details



due to the COVID-19
crisis we were unable
to conduct our on-
campus game drive
publicity which yields
maximum downloads
and feedback essential
for our developers and
our team as a whole

Even thru the crisis 
situations ACM DBIT 

did not quit !!!

Powering thru the
obstacles. By seeing the
positive in everything
and providing the
games, created by our
developers to the world



Most Popular game: 

Astrotera

(Soham, Jordan, Manmeet)

Best Design game: 

Space Tycoon

(Hayden and Grejo)

Best Concept game

Best game:

Space Rangers

(Adonia and Reena)

Holesync 

(Pakshal, Yash and Hariharan)
Sdroids 

(Ankit and Tina)





Summary

In an attempt to survive, two
fish swim for their life while
dodging all the sea garbage.
How far can they go?
A game where you have to
help the brothers all the way
to the top from a disaster
Each brother controlled by
their respective joysticks will
make this job tough for you.
Achieve the highest score
and check how your
controls are!!!!



Developed by :
Denvin                   Xytus 
Kallis                     Tushar
Om                     Deepankar 



Summary

The player is the only survivor in

the whole earth and has a robot

to assist him. He can now earn

resources from different other

planets and become a

TYCOON...

Do you have what it takes to be

an entrepreneur? Have you ever

wanted to test your fortuity?

Unlock Planets - Buy Upgrades -

Automate Them (PS: We all are

lazy aren't we"?).

Test your fortuity at the mini

games and ascend to be the

richest of all.So, start now!

It is never too late!

Play Now!



Developed by:
Hayden     Atharva

Grejo       Hariharan



Summary 

There were 2 brothers who
were separated from each
other and to get back
together they need to move
in sync and tackle every
situation .

Works on the principle of two
sprites with same controls.

Challenging levels with 3v3
and 4v4 grids and difficulty
increases as new obstacles
are introduced. Coins are
awarded when a challenge is
completed. Manage coins to
prove yourself better and
advance to next levels.

Use your moves accurately so
you don't run out of moves.
Show your skills by
completing all the levels.

Complete all 70 challenges!



Developed by:
Pakshal

Yash



Summary

Drifted away from his tribe ,
Adam has to survive in the
jungle by escaping the
obstacles and the notorious
birds trying to attack him. Help
him collect the cherries to go
underwater and stay safe!

Underwater is safe with no
obstacles or birds but it comes
at a price of 50 cherries.
Unlock the snorkel to go
underwater for 15 seconds.

Be careful, staying underwater
without a snorkel makes Adam
lose all lives slowly.

Escape the obstacles in the
various scenes of the jungle by
tapping the screen to jump.
Use the Boost wisely as it has
a 2 second cooldown period.

Lastly, farm your score!



Developed by:
Athira Lonappan

Esther Fernandes
Hayden Cordeiro



Summary

Join in a heroic adventure of saving our
water buddies. Collect the trash by
directing your way through the ocean
and earn points but make sure your
motor doesn’t get clogged by touching
the garbage. Look out for marine life as
we don't want to hurt them. Keep an
eye on the boosts and score more
points. Wake up the Aquaman in you!

Join in a heroic adventure of saving our
water buddies.Collect the trash by
directing your way through the ocean
and earn points but make sure your
motor doesn’t get clogged by touching
the garbage. Look out for marine life as
we don't want to hurt them.Keep an eye
on the boosts and score more points.

Wake up the Aquaman
in you!



Developed by:
Yash Bitla 

Arjun Chavan



Summary

show us your racing skills by playing
sprint racing play the different
modes of the game sprint game be
faster than time in the timer mode
and finish before the timer gets over
in the countdown timer modeget the
fastest time by showing racing skills
in the timer up mode

race the ai in the against the ai racing
mode go faster than the ai to survive
and get the best time by staying
alive for a longer timeA fun car game
with different modes in sprint type
races.Each mode has a fun new twist
to itself.

Earn the best time and outdo your
time by practicing in the practice
arena.

Beat the AI in the two modes and
survive the survival mode to get the
highest time by surviving the longest
possible time.



Developed by:
Paul



Summary

Help a dismantled snowman

find all his body parts and

the key to his igloo.

A game in which you have

to rebuild the snowman and

acquire the key for his igloo.

Try not to get the snowman

in danger in the difficult

levels up ahead.

Plan your moves to get the

keys before you try to reach

the igloo.

Complete the level by

reaching the igloo and

unlock different exciting

levels.



Developed by:
Denvin            Xytus
Kallis             Tushar
Om              Deepankar 



Summary

The Galaxy quest has begun! Jump
on the planets and dodge the
obstacles to reach the spaceship. In
the upcoming levels ,we just
realized that you have gravity. Make
the best use of this and collect
coins while you go down.🌠🌠

Life’s been pretty less adventurous?
Want to be a ranger in Space? Why
not!

Join us in this amazing adventure
on Space Ranger.

Stand by! Mission Starting in
3...2...1...

Ross is our very own space ranger.
It’s his first experience in space.
He’s pretty nervous and wants
someone to help him whose exactly
like you - adventurous and fun!

This journey is going to be pretty
exciting as Ross your ranger is
going to take you into an amazing
outer space mission.Do you copy
that?

Over and Out!



Developed by:
Adonia Sequeira 

Reena Kale



Summary

Ryder van Woodson, a US

Marshall must get into the

depth of a remote abandoned

mountain town after receiving

an unknown encrypted

message related to the

murder of a man who went

missing years ago.

An intriguing story based

game, where finding each

piece of a story will lead you

to some difficult times.

Tackle the ones who get in

your way, find the truth and

be on your way and

remember You need to keep

your guard up, because every

thing is not what it seems.

You will be playing as Ryder

Van Woodsen a US Marshall,

who has to find a way in the

darkness of the night.





Summary:

"When one part of the world is

feasting there’s another starving.."

Often we do not realize the value of

food that we have and our health.

Proceeding this fashion, ill-treating

our bodies and the human race

become our habit unknowingly To

instill this very basic sense of being

humane to human race and

ourselves, in one of the most

adaptive ways of a game, here’s

Appetite to serve your mind

So grab the healthy ones... Hop off

the junk...Feed yourself with wisdom

as you go on with the rhythm!

A gamey twist to being health

conscious and having a look at your

health as you help Noah jump his

way to living longer!Jump and skip

the obstacles as you watch for Noah

to eat healthy and live longer…

Start by taking easy steps and gear

up for speedy challenges as Noah

gets older!!!





Summary

The outbreak had happened

and the most secret weapon

log are take from your secret

company get it back by

fighting enemies torrents and

moving torrents, want some

powerup they'll give when

you destroy them get back to

chopper safely with the log to

finish the mission.

Simple yet difficult game to

complete but there’s a catch

to go on with strategies and

kill the torrents to clear the

area. The game is inspired

from FPS microgame leaving

the player controls to control

one controller at a time so

position well aim and shoot.

Hiding can be strategy where

your enemy is more stronger

than you, use your Jetpack,

gun and aim skills well to

complete your quest.





Summary

Astro-Tera is not just a game but it's a

Quest filled with adventure.

You play as Maxim Ochua, an

experienced astronaut who has been

delivered to an another galaxy far away

from Milky Way, all credits to a

wormhole.

It's up to you ! You are the only one who

can guide her back to Earth.

Enter a Unexplored world full of 

different Aliens who serve as the 

hurdles in your way as you leap through 

a series of thrills to get closer to our 

planet. Play in your own way to make 

this homecoming a successful one!





Summary

Is it just us or do you also love playing it

casual? If you do, Balley is the perfect

game for you!Guide the ball around the

spikes to infinity.

• Bounce on the colored walls to gain

points.

• Beat your own high-score!

• Collect coins while you’re at it and use

them to buy your ball a custom skin or the

power to destroy the destroyer

• Collect power-ups and cheat for a while

😉

• Enjoy the super cool background

music while playing





Summary

✨Geflect is a unique
shooting game which has
a new twist, where in you
have to deflect, dodge and
attack with a single tap on
the screen to kill the
enemies with the help of a
shield provided as a
weapon.

It's an endless game
wherein you play as Zorg
👨🚀 and the motive is to kill
as many enemies as
possible and defend
yourself until your last
breath in deep space with
limited arsenal.

Intense Music , easy
gameplay and pleasing
space theme are the main
features 🚀. Enjoy!!! May
the force be with you.





Summary

The rise of alien attacks have

given birth to panic amongst all

the villagers.The master villain

has come to rule the block

world. Your mission is to fight

all the alien ships and avoid

getting abducted by the master

villain UFO.An endless game

where you can jump to different

blocks and save yourself from

the attack of the aliens.Avoid

encountering the UFO ship to

save your life.

Earn more points as you

defeat more enemies.



Developed by: 

Manasi

Saloni



Summary

Catto Time is an endless
runner video game.
Join catto on his journey as
he runs and grabs coins
out of the air while
simultaneously trying to
not fall through the gaps
of the platform down to
death.

While playing,the player
can move forward,
backward and upward to
avoid falling down the
gaps.

Run as far as you can and
grab as many coins as you
can. Falling in the gaps
results in game over.

Developed by:
Dominic Miranda

Nikita D'Souza



A Special thanks to 
Ms. Sana Shaikh

for always giving us the necessary

push and drive to complete our

tasks. And always giving us the

Space and opportunities to widen

our horizons. We owe it to you for

helping us grow and learn in these

past years. Ma'am you really are the

back-bone for ACM

A big thanks to all our faculty 
for always being a pillar of support and always encouraging and
guiding us in the right direction through out the years, without
them achieving our goals would have been a difficult task.

Ms. Sana Shaikh
ACM  faculty coordinator




